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What Is Taste?
EVEN THE MOST REFINED LADY Lady Emeline Gordon
is the model of sophistication in London's elite social
circles, always fashionable and flawlessly appropriate.
As such, she is the perfect chaperone for Rebecca,
the young sister of a successful Boston businessman
and former Colonial soldier. CRAVES AN UNTAMED
MAN Samuel Hartley may be wealthy, but his
manners are as uncivilized as the American
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wilderness he was raised in. Who wears moccasins to
a grand ball? His arrogant disregard for propriety
infuriates Emeline, even as his boldness excites her.
TO RELEASE HER PASSION . . . But beneath Samuel's
rakish manner, he is haunted by tragedy. He has
come to London to settle a score, not to fall in love.
And as desperately as Emeline longs to feel this
shameless man's hands upon her, to taste those
same lips he uses to tease her, she must restrain
herself. She is not free. But some things are beyond a
lady's control . . .

The Taste of Salt
Toddlers will enjoy accompanying Elmo as he smells
freshly cut grass, sees himself in the mirror, touches
squishy finger paint, tastes a sardine-and-jelly
sandwich, listens to lovely music, and much more.
Charming illustrations add sweetness and humor to a
pitch-perfect introduction to the five senses. Elmo has
never been more lovable than he is in the pages of
this sturdy board book! From the Board edition.

A Taste of Molecules
No man nor no woman could eat it like Nolan. The
way he twirled his tongue, and slurped, sucked and
hummed there was no people or devices that could do
what he'd done. He was the highest paid male escort
in the game, with the most talent, highest skill level,
and the most seductive mentality. His only problem
was He's in love. The lady he wants is in the same
profession, and she doesn't want to settle down
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anytime soon. A sizzling must-read page-turner from
National Award Winning Bestselling and extremely
decorated author David Weaver. Guaranteed to drop
your jaws page by page! Read the sample and see for
yourself.

The Taste of Air
Will the mysterious Book of Love lead Penelope to her
true love?Book 3 in the bestselling Book of Love
series is now available! Read for FREE with Kindle
Unlimited! Lady Penelope Sherbourne is not absolutely not - going to fall in love with Thaddius
MacLauren, Laird of Caithness, even if he is a big,
handsome Scottish brute and ridiculously protective
of her. But now that the Book of Love has fallen into
her hands, Thad is the only one she trusts to test out
the sensations she must explore in order to find the
perfect husband. She wants a mild-mannered English
earl, one who lives near her family, and who will not
make her heart leap or her bones melt as Thad does
every time he looks at her.Thaddius MacLauren
intends to claim a kiss from Lady Penelope
Sherbourne and nothing more. No, not a thing more,
even though he's loved the sharp-tongued, vexing
lass forever. She's also been kinder to him than
anyone else alive, and for a boy who never felt loved
by his family, Penelope's kindness has come to mean
everything to him. How can he ever tell her how he
feels? She's the daughter of a powerful earl and all he
can offer her is a tumble-down holding at the northern
tip of Scotland. It will take a miracle to win her
heart.Is it possible the Book of Love holds the magic
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to bring it about?The Book of Love SeriesBook 1 - The
Look of LoveBook 2 - The Touch of LoveBook 3 - The
Taste of LoveBook 4 - The Song of Love (Approx. Dec.
2019)Book 5 - The Scent of Love (Approx. March
2020)Book 6 - The Kiss of Love (Approx. June 2020)

Taste and See
Savor the seduction The lush mountains of Brazil
provide a stunning location for a business trip—or a
wild, unexpected romance. International real estate
agent Nicole Parks isn’t expecting the latter, but she’s
quickly falling under the spell of incredibly handsome
French vintner Destin Dechamps. The man is as
delicious as the fine blends he creates. Yet he’s out to
sabotage the deal that will guarantee her a promotion
and the adoption she’s been longing for. Destin lost
both his wife and his career when his family winery
burned down. Gradually he’s found meaning in a new
plan—defy his father, keep the land and rebuild. He
can’t afford to fantasize about a gorgeous Realtor
who’s been hired to interrupt his scheme—even
unknowingly. When a rainstorm traps them together,
attraction spills over into intoxicating pleasure. With
both their dreams in the balance, is there room for a
sweet, intense fling to deepen into love?

A Kingdom We Can Taste
In today's art world many strange, even shocking,
things qualify as art. In this book, Cynthia Freeland
explains why innovation and controversy are valued
in the arts, weaving together philosophy and art
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theory with many fascinating examples. She
discusses blood, beauty, culture, money, museums,
sex, and politics, clarifying contemporary and
historical accounts of the nature, function, and
interpretation of the arts. Freeland also propels us
into the future by surveying cutting-edge web sites,
along with the latest research on the brain's role in
perceiving art. This clear, provocative book engages
with the big debates surrounding our responses to art
and is an invaluable introduction to anyone interested
in thinking about art.

You May Also Like
Award-winning novelist Martha Southgate (who, in the
words of Julia Glass, “can write fat and hot, then lush
and tender, then just plain truthful and burning with
heart”) now tells the story of a family pushed to its
limits by addiction over the course of two generations.
Josie Henderson loves the water and is fulfilled by her
position as the only senior-level black scientist at the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute. In building this
impressive life for herself, she has tried to shed the
one thing she cannot: her family back in landlocked
Cleveland. Her adored brother, Tick, was her
childhood ally as they watched their drinking father
push away all the love that his wife and children were
trying to give him. Now Tick himself has been coming
apart and demands to be heard. Weaving four voices
into a beautiful tapestry, Southgate charts the lives of
the Hendersons from the parents’ first charmed
meeting to Josie’s realization that the ways of the
human heart are more complex than anything seen
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under a microscope.

A Taste of Haiti
The lunch rush at Darryl Hansen’s restaurant, Café
Belgie, is getting to be too much for one man to
handle, and Billy Weaver is a young man in search of
a job—any job—to support his family. Billy gains
Darryl's respect with his earnest nature and
willingness to work hard, but Billy's admiring looks
resurrect pain and shame from Darryl’s past. Until
Darryl stumbles across Billy's secret, Billy is suffering
in silence: his father died a few months earlier,
leaving him struggling to raise his twin five-year-old
brothers. Darryl takes Billy and the boys to the
restaurant, where they’ll stand together to face the
smorgasbord of troubles in their future while Davey,
Donnie, and Billy all worm their way into Darryl’s
heart.

A Taste of Desire
From USA Today bestselling author Amanda Siegrist
comes an exciting, edge-of-your-seat romantic
suspense that has a dose of angst and lots of love. He
lied. He cheated. He lost everything. One missing boy
could be his redemption… Detective Newman—well,
not a detective anymore—wants to be left alone to
lick his wounds after his life fell apart. He can’t blame
anyone but himself. When a gorgeous woman with
vibrant pink hair and a sassy attitude knocks on his
door, he doesn’t want anything to do with her. Except
Amelia Benedict doesn’t understand the word no. Her
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brother is missing. The police refuse to help because
they believe he ran away. But she knows her brother
is in trouble and insists he’s her only hope. He’s
definitely not the right guy for the case. He’s nothing
but bad news, and if Amelia sticks around, he’ll
destroy her as he destroyed himself. Warning: This
novel contains a sexy hero. He’s not a detective
anymore, but he didn’t lose his sexiness. You know
you don’t wanna miss his story! Happy reading! The
entire One Taste series: (Each book can be read as a
standalone.) One Taste of You (Book 1): Zeke & Zoe
One Taste of Love (Book 2): Ben & Rina One Taste of
Crazy (Book 3): Sauer & Dee One Taste of Sin (Book
4): Stitch & Susan One Taste of Redemption (Book 5):
Newman & Amelia

One Taste of Redemption
A New York Times Notable Book of 2012 Food, and in
particular the lack of it, was central to the experience
of World War II. In this richly detailed and engaging
history, Lizzie Collingham establishes how control of
food and its production is crucial to total war. How
were the imperial ambitions of Germany and Japan ambitions which sowed the seeds of war - informed by
a desire for self-sufficiency in food production? How
was the outcome of the war affected by the decisions
that the Allies and the Axis took over how to feed
their troops? And how did the distinctive ideologies of
the different combatant countries determine their
attitudes towards those they had to feed? Tracing the
interaction between food and strategy, on both the
military and home fronts, this gripping, original
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account demonstrates how the issue of access to food
was a driving force within Nazi policy and contributed
to the decision to murder hundreds of thousands of
'useless eaters' in Europe. Focusing on both the
winners and losers in the battle for food, The Taste of
War brings to light the striking fact that war-related
hunger and famine was not only caused by Nazi
Germany and Imperial Japan, but was also the result
of Allied mismanagement and neglect, particularly in
India, Africa and China. American dominance both
during and after the war was not only a result of the
United States' immense industrial production but also
of its abundance of food. This book traces the
establishment of a global pattern of food production
and distribution and shows how the war subsequently
promoted the pervasive influence of American food
habits and tastes in the post-war world. A work of
great scope, The Taste of War connects the broad
sweep of history to its intimate impact upon the lives
of individuals.

But Is It Art?: An Introduction to Art
Theory
1918. A First World War battlefield becomes the
cosmic battleground for two vampires, as Karl von
Wultendorf struggles to free himself from his
domineering maker, Kristian. 1923. Charlotte Neville
watches as her father, a Cambridge professor, fills
Parkland Hall with guests for her sister Madeleine's
18th birthday party. Among them is his handsome
new research assistant Karl - the man Madeleine has
instantly decided will be her husband. Charlotte, shy
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and retiring, is happy to devote her life to her father
and her dull fiance Henry - until she sees Karl For
Charlotte, it is the beginning of a deadly obsession
that sunders her from her sisters, her father and even
her dearest friend. As their feverish passion grows,
Karl faces the dilemma he fears the most. Only by
deserting Charlotte can his passion for her blood be
conquered. Only by betraying her can he protect her
from the terrifying attentions of Kristian - for Kristian
has decided to teach Karl a lesson in power, by
devouring Charlotte.

The Essential Book of Fermentation
An illustrated introduction to our sense of taste,
describing its importance, how the tongue
distinguishes between bitter, salty, sour, and sweet
tasting things; why people have different tastes and
preferences; and more. Includes instruction for a
related activity.

Navigating Smell and Taste Disorders
Is it time to teach your child about the senses and
make them understand the importance of each? If it
is, then you better grab a copy of this educational
book today! A perfect partner in the study of science,
this book will break down the complexities of learning
the senses to give your child raw information that’s
easy to understand and remember. Secure a copy of
this book today!

Taste What You're Missing
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Frustrated with small town life, Hayley moves to the
city only to get fired and lose her apartment all in the
same day. Desperate, she takes a job as a short order
cook in a quaint diner. Now she just has to find a
place to live and learn how to cook. Lauren manages
Greta’s Diner the same way she manages everything
in her life, with calm and order. All that changes the
moment Hayley walks through the door. She’s loud,
opinionated, wild, and completely alluring. When
Lauren finds out that Hayley’s been sleeping in the
diner, she makes a decision that will change both
their lives forever.

I Can Taste
A simple phone call disrupts Nell Williams’s wellordered life. Her mother, Mary, is in a hospital in
Vermont. But her mother is supposed to be safely
tucked away in an assisted-living facility in
Massachusetts, so Nell can’t fathom why she would
be so far from home. After notifying her sister,
Bridget, Nell hops on a plane and rushes to her
mother’s side. There, she discovers that her mother
has been living a second life. Mary has another home
and a set of complex relationships with people her
daughters have never met. When Nell and Bridget
delve deeper into their mother’s lakeside hideaway,
they uncover a vault of family secrets and the
gateway to change for all three women.

Can I Taste It?
She is addicted to tears. She must have them. What
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lengths will she go through to acquire them?

What Can I Taste?
A group of babies have fun tasting things that are
sweet, soft, crunchy, and cold. On board pages.

Sweet Taste of Liberty
Hot, sexy urban fantasy romance by a new author
with talent to burn He Wants Her So Badly He Can
Taste It Ever since their tempestuous fling years ago,
incubus Lukas Sebastiani has known that siren
Scarlett Fontaine was meant to be his. But when
you're a sex demon with an insatiable desire,
relationships are way more than complicated Her
Siren Songs Bring Men to Their Knees Rock star
Scarlett Fontaine desperately needs a break after a
grueling tour. But with murder and mayhem
surrounding her band, and the one man she never
thought to see again put to the task of protecting her,
life is going to be anything but peaceful Every
encounter between them creates more turmoil-and
heat-until Scarlett pushes Lukas to the boiling point,
and unleashes forces that go way beyond anything
she can hope to control

Taste Me
With African, French, Arabic and Amerindian
influences, the food and culture of Haiti are
fascinating subjects to explore. From the days of
slavery to present times, traditional Haitian cuisine
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has relied upon staples like root vegetables, pork,
fish, and flavour enhancers like Pikliz (picklese, or hot
pepper vinegar) and Zepis (ground spices). This
cookbook offers over 100 Haitian recipes, including
traditional holiday foods and the author's favourite
drinks and desserts. Information on Haiti's history,
holidays and celebrations, necessary food staples,
and cooking methods will guide the home chef on a
culinary adventure to this beautiful island. Recipe
titles are given in English, Creole, and French.

A Taste of Magic
A professional food developer featured by Malcolm
Gladwell in a New Yorker "perfect cookie" article
offers insight into the psychology and physiology of
taste while providing engaging anecdotes and
cooking exercises for enhancing the flavor
experience. 40,000 first printing.

Yum!
The country’s leading expert on organic food delivers
the ultimate guide to the new culinary health
movement—feasting on fermented probiotics, from
artisanal cheese to kimchi. In his extensive career as
a bestselling cookbook author and TV garden-show
host, Jeff Cox has always been keenly aware of the
microbiology that helps his garden flourish. He has
long known that microbes keep our bodies healthy as
they ferment food, releasing their nutritional power
and creating essential vitamins and enzymes. In The
Essential Book of Fermentation, Cox shares a bounty
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of recipes for nourishing the internal “garden.”
Simplifying the art and science of fermentation, Cox
offers a primer on the body’s microbial ecosystem,
complemented by scrumptious recipes, and easy-tofollow pickling and canning techniques. Basics such as
bread and yogurt help readers progress to wine,
cheese, and a host of international delicacies,
including kim chi and chow chow. Inspiring and
innovative, The Essential Book of Fermentation serves
up great taste along with great health on every page.

The Taste of Love
Discusses the sense of taste and how it affects the
body.

A Taste for Red
The unforgettable saga of one enslaved woman's fight
for justice--and reparations Born into slavery,
Henrietta Wood was taken to Cincinnati and legally
freed in 1848. In 1853, a Kentucky deputy sheriff
named Zebulon Ward colluded with Wood's employer,
abducted her, and sold her back into bondage. She
remained enslaved throughout the Civil War, giving
birth to a son in Mississippi and never forgetting who
had put her in this position. By 1869, Wood had
obtained her freedom for a second time and returned
to Cincinnati, where she sued Ward for damages in
1870. Astonishingly, after eight years of litigation,
Wood won her case: in 1878, a Federal jury awarded
her $2,500. The decision stuck on appeal. More
important than the amount, though the largest ever
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awarded by an American court in restitution for
slavery, was the fact that any money was awarded at
all. By the time the case was decided, Ward had
become a wealthy businessman and a pioneer of
convict leasing in the South. Wood's son later became
a prominent Chicago lawyer, and she went on to live
until 1912. McDaniel's book is an epic tale of a black
woman who survived slavery twice and who achieved
more than merely a moral victory over one of her
oppressors. Above all, Sweet Taste of Liberty is a
portrait of an extraordinary individual as well as a
searing reminder of the lessons of her story, which
establish beyond question the connections between
slavery and the prison system that rose in its place.

One Taste
Psychic twins with special talents meet two thieves,
two Taniwha, and one pretty reporter as they
experience the adventure of a lifetime On a
prospecting holiday, brothers Jason and Levi discover
an ancient supernatural creature, a Taniwha named
Otanewainuku, who gives them 'humming stones' in
exchange for their silence about its treasure. They
also cross paths with two thieves. Their supernatural
abilities to find hidden gems and precious metals help
them find the stolen goods and turn them in to the
police-twice. But when they meet reporter Abby
Hennessy, her story on their good deed attracts the
wrong kind of attention. When the thieves capture
Jason to use his talents, Levi has to rely on their
psychic link to guide the police while not revealing
their powers. Abby wants to help, and she and Levi
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search for the thieves, not knowing that Jason is going
to use the 'humming stones' to call on another
Taniwha for help

The First Taste
A young, divorced bakery owner discovers she's
inherited her gypsy ancestress's fabulous magical
powers, but learns that when seeking true love with
her hunky new neighbor, a person has to be careful
what she cooks up.

Just a Tease
From USA Today bestselling author Amanda Siegrist
comes an exciting, edge-of-your-seat romantic
suspense that also has a bit of humor and lots of love.
One night will never be enough…but a killer has other
plans. One night of glorious bliss. One night turned
into utter humiliation. Zoe Sullivan doesn't want to
see the man who took her for a prostitute ever again.
But when her boss is murdered, she can't believe who
the lead detective on the case is. One idiotic mistake.
One more chance to make it right. Detective Zeke
Chance vows to make it up to Zoe for the way he
treated her. Nothing will stop him—except maybe the
killer. Warning: This novel contains a sexy detective.
There is insta-lust turned into insta-love. If you don't
want to read that kind of book, turn back now! But
you know you wanna. The entire One Taste series:
(Each book can be read as a standalone.) One Taste
of You (Book 1): Zeke & Zoe One Taste of Love (Book
2): Ben & Rina One Taste of Crazy (Book 3): Sauer &
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Dee One Taste of Sin (Book 4): Stitch & Susan One
Taste of Redemption (Book 5): Newman & Amelia

Taste of War
Miles Webb. Gorgeous, wounded, sexy as hell. The
man of my dreams wants me. He's offering to take
my virginity. Too bad he's a total nightmare. Sweet
one minute. Sour the next. Always totally and
completely irresistible. I want to slap him. And tear off
his clothes. This can work. As long as I don't fall for
him. As long as we play by a few simple rules No
feelings, no secrets, no falling in love. There's no way
I'm falling in love with someone I hate this much is
there? *A Sexy Prequel*

A Taste for Tears
From talented new writer, Yaffa S. Santos, comes this
unforgettable, heartwarming, and hilarious rom-com
about chefs, cooking, love, and self-discovery that is a
cross between The Hating Game and Sweetbitter.
Lumi Santana is a chef with the gift of
synesthesia—she can perceive a person’s emotions
just by tasting their cooking. Despite being raised by
a single mother who taught her that dreams and true
love were silly fairy tales, she decides to take a
chance and puts her heart and savings into opening a
fusion restaurant in Inwood, Manhattan. The
restaurant offers a mix of the Dominican cuisine she
grew up with and other world cuisines that have been
a source of culinary inspiration to her. When Lumi’s
eclectic venture fails, she is forced to take a position
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as a sous chef at a staid, traditional French restaurant
in midtown owned by Julien Dax, a celebrated chef
known for his acid tongue as well as his brilliant smile.
Lumi and Julien don’t get along in the kitchen--to say
Lumi is irritated by Julien’s smug attitude is an
understatement, and she secretly vows never to taste
his cooking. Little does she know that her resolve
doesn’t stand a chance against Julien’s culinary
prowess. As Julien produces one delectable dish after
another, each one tempting Lumi with its
overwhelming aromas and gorgeous presentations,
she can no longer resist and samples one of his
creations. She isn’t prepared for the feelings that
follow as she’s overcome with intense emotions. She
begins to crave his cooking throughout the day, which
throws a curveball in her plan to save up enough
money and move on as soon as possible. Plus, there’s
also the matter of Esme, Julien’s receptionist who
seems to always be near and watching. As the
attraction between Lumi and Julien simmers, Lumi
experiences a tragedy that not only complicates her
professional plans, but her love life as well Clever,
witty, and romantic, A Taste of Sage is sure to delight
and entertain readers until the very last page.

One Taste of You
If you can grill it, smoke it, or fry it, Nora Henderson
knows all about it. She's been basting baby back ribs
and pulling pork at her father's barbeque joint since
she was tall enough to reach the counter. When she's
accepted to Taste Test, a reality-television teen
cooking competition, Nora can't wait to leave her
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humble hometown behind, even if it means saying
good-bye to her dad and her best friend, Billy. Once
she's on set, run-ins with her high-society roommate
and the maddeningly handsome-not to mention
talented-son of a famous chef, Christian Van Lorten,
mean Nora must work even harder to prove herself.
But as mysterious accidents plague the kitchen arena,
protecting her heart from one annoyingly charming
fellow contestant in particular becomes the least of
her concerns. Someone is conducting real-life
eliminations, and if Nora doesn't figure out who, she
could be next to get chopped for good. With romance
and intrigue as delectable as the winning recipes
included in the story, this debut novel will be
devoured by all.

Does This Taste Funny?
Very simple, easy-to-read text pairs up with fun
photographs to teach little readers that mouths are
for tasting, as well as all the delicious--or icky--things
they can taste! Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids is a
division of ABDO.

A Taste of Love
God is a foodie who wants to transform your supper
into sacrament. One of America's most beloved
teachers and writers, Margaret Feinberg, goes on a
remarkable journey to unearth God's perspective on
food. She writes that since the opening of creation,
God, the Master Chef, seeds the world with
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pomegranates and passionfruit, beans and greens
and tangerines. When the Israelites wander in the
desert for forty years, God, the Pastry Chef, delivers
the sweet bread of heaven. After arriving in the
Promised Land, God reveals himself as Barbecue
Master, delighting in meat sacrifices. Like his Foodie
Father, Jesus throws the disciples an unforgettable
two-course farewell supper to be repeated until his
return. This groundbreaking book provides a culinary
exploration of Scripture. You'll descend 400 feet
below ground into the frosty white caverns of a salt
mine, fish on the Sea of Galilee, bake fresh matzo at
Yale University, ferry to a remote island in Croatia to
harvest olives, spend time with a Texas butcher
known as "the meat apostle," and wander a California
farm with one of the world's premier fig farmers. With
each visit, Margaret asks, "How do you read these
Scriptures, not as theologians, but in light of what you
do every day?" Their answers will forever change the
way you read the Bible - and approach every meal.
Taste and See is a delicious read that includes dozens
of recipes for those who, like Margaret, believe some
of life's richest moments are spent savoring a meal
with those you love. Perhaps God's foodie focus is
meant to do more than satisfy our bellies. It's meant
to heal our souls, as we learn to taste and see the
goodness of God together. After all, food is God's love
made edible. See you around the table!

Why You Like It
From the chief architect of the Pandora Radio’s Music
Genome Project comes a definitive and
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groundbreaking examination of how your mind, body,
and upbringing influence the music you love.
Everyone loves music. But what is it that makes music
so universally beloved and have such a powerful
effect on us? In this sweeping and authoritative book,
Dr. Nolan Gasser—a composer, pianist, and
musicologist, and the chief architect of the Music
Genome Project, which powers Pandora
Radio—breaks down what musical taste is, where it
comes from, and what our favorite songs say about
us. Dr. Gasser delves into the science, psychology,
and sociology that explains why humans love music
so much; how our brains process music; and why you
may love Queen but your best friend loves Kiss. He
sheds light on why babies can clap along to rhythmic
patterns and reveals the reason behind why different
cultures around the globe identify the same kinds of
music as happy, sad, or scary. Using easy-to-follow
notated musical scores, Dr. Gasser teaches music
fans how to become engaged listeners and provides
them with the tools to enhance their musical
preferences. He takes readers under the hood of their
favorite genres—pop, rock, jazz, hip hop, electronica,
world music, and classical—and covers songs from
Taylor Swift to Led Zeppelin to Kendrick Lamar to Bill
Evans to Beethoven, and through their work, Dr.
Gasser introduces the musical concepts behind why
you hum along, tap your foot, and feel deeply. Why
You Like It will teach you how to follow the musical
discourse happening within a song and thereby
empower your musical taste, so you will never hear
music the same way again.
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A Taste of Blood Wine
These rich sermons are rooted in congregational life
and steeped in Christian doctrine and the celebrations
of the church year. A Kingdom We Can Taste reflects
one preacher's effort at leading a congregation
through the seasons of Advent, Christmas, Epiphany,
Lent, and Easter. David Davis uses a unique
combination of resources -- select Old Testament
texts, the Apostles' Creed, lectionary assignments,
and more -- in his progression of sermons. Readers
who "listen" to these thirteen messages, or preaching
conversations, will experience the gospel proclaimed
and feel a comforting sense of belonging to the
community of faith. This inspiring little volume is
perfect for pastors preparing sermons of their own,
seminary students looking for a model of good
preaching, or laypeople wanting quality meditations
to chew on.

A Taste of Sage
A sixth-grade Goth girl who thinks she’s a vampire
encounters her greatest nemesis when she enrolls at
Sunny Hill Middle School in this hilarious and entirely
original take on the vampire genre for middle graders.
Svetlana Grimm has recently discovered she’s a
vampire. The clues are all there: she can eat only red
foods, has to sleep under the bed because of her
heightened sensitivity to light and noise, and can read
others’ thoughts. But this new discovery is making her
transition from home-schooling to attending sixth
grade at Sunny Hill Middle School that much more
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difficult. After all, what can she possibly have in
common with those jellybean-eaters in her class? She
prefers to watch them from afar in her hidden lair
atop the Oak of Doom in her backyard. But things get
more interesting when Svetlana’s cruel yet beautiful
science teacher, Ms. Larch, reads her thoughts.
Svetlana is excited to have found another of her
kind—until her new neighbor, The Bone Lady, fills her
in on Ms. Larch's true identity and her own. What
happens when your sixth-grade science teacher might
also be your immortal enemy?

A Taste of Gold
Why do we get so embarrassed when a colleague
wears the same shirt? Why do we eat the same thing
for breakfast every day, but seek out novelty at lunch
and dinner? How has streaming changed the way
Netflix makes recommendations? Why do people
think the music of their youth is the best? How can
you spot a fake review on Yelp? Our preferences and
opinions are constantly being shaped by countless
forces – especially in the digital age with its nonstop
procession of “thumbs up” and “likes” and “stars.”
Tom Vanderbilt, bestselling author of Traffic, explains
why we like the things we like, why we hate the
things we hate, and what all this tell us about
ourselves. With a voracious curiosity, Vanderbilt
stalks the elusive beast of taste, probing research in
psychology, marketing, and neuroscience to answer
myriad complex and fascinating questions. If you’ve
ever wondered how Netflix recommends movies or
why books often see a sudden decline in Amazon
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ratings after they win a major prize, Tom Vanderbilt
has answers to these questions and many more that
you’ve probably never thought to ask. From the
Hardcover edition.

Just One Taste
After many years of working in standup comedy,
followed by a small nervous breakdown, Michael Dane
taught himself to cook at the age of fifty. Along the
way, he found a little bit of sanity. If you're a fullfledged foodie or a kitchen klutz, whether you love to
cook or live for take-out -- if you're craving humor
with a bite, this book is for you. Join the author on his
stumbling culinary journey, as he bridges the gap
between Top Ramen and Top Chef, from 'The Piggly
Wiggly Cookbook' to 'Modernist Cuisine.' If you like
gadgets, you'll find out about about everything from
quinoa sifters to guns that shoot beef jerky. You'll also
read about two of the most important things any good
cook should have: a cast-iron skillet and a
catchphrase. You'll meet a group of performers who
make music with vegetables . . . a man who has made
the best doughnuts in L.A. for the past fifty years . . .
and a tattooed, fire-loving chef with a connection to
Hunter S. Thompson. Find out how the host of "The
Splendid Table" feels about okra, and learn about
cooking a fox from somebody's mom. The author's
own mother makes a surprise appearance, too, and
though this isn't a cookbook, there are even a couple
of recipes for good measure. Dig in!

Taste Test
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Andrew Beckwith has already devoted his life to one
girl-and as far as he's concerned, she's all he needs.
The rough-around-the-edges bad boy left his reckless
ways behind six years ago when his daughter Bell was
born. To the female population's dismay, he's
unapologetically single. When Bell's mother walked
out on them years ago, he vowed never to let another
woman close enough to hurt them again. Amelia Van
Ecken isn't just another woman. She's an
independent, smart, and savvy businesswoman who
doesn't have time for sex, much less love. In the
midst of a drawn-out, bitter divorce, all she wants is
to bury herself in work. But when sharp-tongued
Amelia and stubborn Andrew cross paths, sparks flyand burn. Two things are obvious in an instant: they
want each other, and they're from different worlds.
It's the perfect formula for an off-the-charts one-night
stand. After all, it's not as if opposites ever attract.
The First Taste is a standalone, dual-POV spin-off of
Amazon bestselling romance, Slip of the Tongue. It's
not necessary to read them in order, however, it's
recommended to avoid spoilers.

Elmo Can Taste! Touch! Smell! See!
Hear! (Sesame Street)
A spirited food writer on the trail of obsessive
scientists and entrepreneurs who want to titillate our
taste buds.

To Taste Temptation
Demos Health and the American Academy of
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Neurology Present a New Book for Patients with Smell
and Taste Disorders Over 200,000 people visit doctors
each year for smell and taste problems. Since our
ability to smell and taste decreases with age, up to 14
million Americans aged 55 and older may live with
these disorders, undiagnosed. Smell and taste
disorders affect a person's ability to enjoy food and
drink and may result in decreased appetite, weight
loss, and too much added sugar and salt in the diet. In
severe cases they may lead to depression. Smell and
taste problems can also interfere with personal
safety, limiting the ability to notice smoke and
potentially harmful chemicals and gases. Navigating
Smell and Taste Disorders is a unique collaboration
between a doctor and a food consultant that both
addresses the subject of smell and taste loss and
provides food preparation tips and a special recipe
section that will appeal to other senses and make
food attractive again. This is a must-have reference
book for all those living with smell and taste
disorders. The book covers the whole disorder
including How smell and taste work Causes of smell
and taste problems Treatments What you can expect
when you visit a specialist Recipes that will appeal to
other senses and make food attractive again Firstperson accounts of coping with this disorder
Navigating Smell and Taste Disorders is the inaugural
book in the series Neurology Now Books from the
American Academy of Neurology. Inspired by
Neurology Now, the AAN's leading neurologic patient
information magazine, Neurology Now Books are
written from a multidisciplinary approach, combining
the expertise of a neurologist with other related
experts and patients and caregivers. Each volume will
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provide the reader with the most up-to-date
information, answers to questions and concerns, and
first-person accounts of others who are living with a
neurologic disorder.

I See, I Feel, I Hear, I Touch, I Taste! A
Book About My 5 Senses for Kids - Baby
& Toddler Sense & Sensation Books
From K.A. Berg and T.E. Black comes a story of the
forbidden desire
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